
 

Social media is a natural extension of your current public relations/marketing campaign. Leverage the channels to 

achieve your overall goals. Use it to increase visibility and increase results. Used strategically, it can help establish 

and maintain credibility. It’s most effective when combined with your current campaign.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Know your goals and objectives then create your strategy. Why are you going to be on, say, Facebook in 
the first place? It doesn't matter what somebody has told you the reason should be. How are you going 
to make it valuable for your company? What do you want out of this? 

 Social media is about thought leadership and presenting yourself as the expert. Establish benchmarks, 
whether detailed or general. Whatever it is for you, just make sure you implement some sort of strategy 
vs throwing all the darts at the dartboard and hoping one sticks.  

Message & Content 
 

 Your audience will dictate your message and dictate the medium you use – not everything is right for everyone.  

 Don’t just talk about yourself. Don’t make everything you post self-serving. It won’t take long for people to stop caring 
and to stop following you or reading your information.  Think of content as though you have a date with your 
prospective customer.  OR    Talk to the reader like a friend. Engagement is key.   As you read your content, think to 
yourself…..Would YOU follow YOU? If so why? and then do more of that.  If not, then change up your content so that it 
is interesting to you and your readers. 

 Think about what's going to lead a person, say, to your Facebook page and why would they stay? Why would they come 
back? … It's really important to connect those dots and make sure that all members of your company are aware of 
where your social media pages are and what value there is to the consumer by going there. 

 Be an influencer, a “thought leader” in the places where customers and industry leaders gather. This is your chance to 
express your point of view and then, back it up. Delivering great content is the best way of driving relevant traffic. The 
public has a perception and they are only as good as the information they receive. What information do you want them 
to receive about you? 

 If you think “I’m not a writer.” – You don’t have to be. Just be the expert that you are and write on that topic. 

 Content doesn’t have to be lengthy. It just has to be good!  You can write original content or…… 

 You don’t have to. You can Repost other data, other articles or ideas, other blog posts, you can invite guest bloggers to 
your blog, retweet, repost content on LinkedIn, post tips or data that his helpful to your potential customer. You are the 
expert – and that should come through in all the information you choose to channel through you.  Get your audience to 
generate content. 

 Keep an eye on what press your client is getting and retweet the article or news you find – this is a way to continue your 
relationship. This helps drive their SEOs and it doesn’t cost you anything 

 You can post Case studies – this can help other companies or clients with similar issues – or give anecdotes (they 
humanize you and your company) – You don’t want to give away all your secrets, but you can share ideas or solutions 
that may help others and show your expertise at the same time. Who knows? It might get shared, retweeted or 
reposted and now you are in front of not just your followers, but many, many others! 

 You can post the projects involving your company, personnel information, community or charitable involvement, etc.  

 Post any videos – and embed them everywhere within your website and in all your social media. What’s more, videos 
support SEO, lead generation and brand engagement. If you do have video, then having a YouTube channel is a great 
idea. YouTube also has robust analytics such as video views, traffic sources, demographics and viewer location. 

 Repurpose your PRINT! -  Your print brochure or catalog should be leveraged across all electronic mediums for maximum 
exposure. You can place a thumbnail on your website homepage that links to a SIMPLE registration page for immediate 
download.   You can place a thumbnail and hyperlink on your LinkedIn company page under the Products/Services 
section.  You can also convert a PDF or Powerpoint on your personal LinkedIn profile utilizing SlideShare. Place as a PDF 
on your Facebook Page, ideally under a custom tab to be downloaded directly from Facebook, (e.g. Downloads, 
Resources).  
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